
 
 

DEFENSIVE AND COMPETITIVE BIDDING  LEADS AND SIGNALS  W B F CONVENTION CARD 
OVERCALLS (Style: Responses: 1 / 2  Level; Reopening) OPENING LEADS STYLE  
1 level – 7+ varies with vul/position 4+ cards   Lead In Partner’s Suit CATEGORY:    Green 
2 Level – 10+ varies with vul/position 4+ cards  Suit Singleton/Doubleton/Mud/Seq. Mud NCBO:              CBAI (Ireland) 
Cue Bid - Three-suited hand, 8+pts NT 4th, sequence 4 PLAYERS:       Monica & Aisling Cáit 

 
 Subseq Mud/2nd Highest Mud/2nd Highest  
 Other:  top of rags  
  Revised 26/10/2017 
1NT OVERCALL (2nd/4th Live; Responses; Reopening) LEADS SYSTEM SUMMARY 
2nd seat = 15 – bad 18 (system on) Lead Vs. Suit Vs. NT 
4th seat is balanced 10 –14 (system on) Ace Att (Ax, AK) Att (Ax, AK) GENERAL APPROACH AND STYLE 
 King Count (K or  Kx) Count (AK, KQ) 4CM, unusual NT (14-17), Strong two’s 
 Queen Att (QJ or AQJT) Att (KQ or QJ or AQJT)  
 Jack AJT, KJT, QJT, JTx AJT, KJT, QJT, JTx  
JUMP OVERCALLS (Style; Responses; Unusual NT)  10 HT9x, T9x, Tx HT9x, T9x, Tx  
Jump overcalls – Weak 9 H98x, 98x, 9x H98x, 98x, 9x  
Unusual 2NT – Lowest 2 suits Hi-X Sequence Sequence  
 Lo-X  More than 2, with honour  
 SIGNALS IN ORDER OF PRIORITY  
DIRECT & JUMP CUE BIDS (Style; Response; Reopen)  Partner’s Lead Declarer’s Lead Discarding SPECIAL BIDS THAT MAY REQUIRE DEFENSE 
Cue bid is 3 suiter- Kantar 1 High = Enc / Low = Disc Hi-lo (even) Suit pref, then discard  
Jump cue – solid suit – looking for stopper Suit 2 Hi-lo (even  Hi-lo (even) Opening 2♦ / 2♥ / 2♠  Strong 
 3 Suit Pref  Suit Pref Artificial 2♣ opening 
 1 Odd = Enc / Even = Disc Hi-lo (even) Odd = Enc / Even = Disc  
VS. NT (vs. Strong/Weak; Reopening;PH) NT 2 Hi-lo (even  Hi-lo (even)  
DBL penalty 3 Suit Pref  Suit Pref  
2c for majors Signals (including Trumps):   
 Suit pref  
   
 DOUBLES  
  
VS.PREEMTS (Doubles; Cue-bids; Jumps; NT Bids) TAKEOUT DOUBLES (Style; Responses; Reopening)  
Dbl - T/O Standard, light re-opening DBls, light with classical shape  
 Cue of opps suit = GF  
   
VS. ARTIFICIAL STRONG OPENINGS- i.e. 1♣ or 2♣  SPECIAL FORCING PASS SEQUENCES 
Natural SPECIAL, ARTIFICIAL & COMPETITIVE DBLS/RDLS After GF has been established 
   
   
OVER OPPONENTS’ TAKEOUT DOUBLE  IMPORTANT NOTES 
Redbl=10+   
   
  PSYCHICS:  Rare 
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DESCRIPTION RESPONSES SUBSEQUENT ACTION PASSED HAND BIDDING 

1♣  4  11-20, 4+♣’s 2♣ = 6-9, 2NT = 10-12, 3♣ = 10/11   
     2♦/2♥/2♠ = nat slam try   
1♦  4  11-20 4+♦’s 2♦ = 6-9, 2NT = 10-12, 3♦ = 10/11   
     2♥/2♠/3♣ = nat slam try   
1♥  4  11-20 4+♥’s 2♥ = 6-9, 2NT = 10-12, 3♥ = 10/11   
     2♠/3♣/3♦ = nat slam try   
1♠  4  11-20 4+♠’s 2♠ = 6-9, 2NT = 10-12, 3♠ = 10/11   
     3♣/3♦/3♥ = nat slam try   
INT  2  11-14 5CM and 6cm possible 2♣ = Stayman, 2♦/2♥ = transfer, 2NT = nat GF Breaking Transfer = super accept  
     3x = Nat GF, 4♣ = Gerber   
2♣ x 23+  2♦ = 0-7pts: relay, anything else 

nat self-sufficient suit 
2NT = 23/24, 3NT = 25/27 – system on   

     Anything else nat F   
        
2♦  6  Strong: 5+ ⬥, 19+ 2NT = inquiry, New suit nat F   
      Raise to play   
        
2♥  6  Strong: 5+ ❤, 19+ 2NT = inquiry, New suit nat F   
      Raise to play   
        
2♠  6  Strong: 5+ ♠, 19+ 2NT = inquiry, New suit nat F   
      Raise to play   
        
2NT    20-22 balanced 3♣ = stayman, 3♦/3♥/3♠/3NT = transfer Breaking Transfer = super accept  
    5CM or 6m possible 4♣ = Ace ask, 4♦/4♥ = transfer   
        
3♣  7  6+ pre-emptive, 6-9 Nat Forcing   
3♦  7  6+ pre-emptive, 6-9 Nat Forcing   
3♥  7  6+ pre-emptive, 6-9 Nat Forcing   
3♠  7  6+ pre-emptive, 6-9 Nat Forcing   
3NT    Long Solid Minor 4♣/5♣ = pass or correct, 4♦ - singleton ask   
    No outside stop    
4♣  8  Pre-emptive    
4♦  8  Pre-emptive    
4♥  8  To Play  HIGH LEVEL BIDDING 
4♠  8  To Play  Blackwood 
      Cuebids 
 


